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Query By Prof. J. Scheffer.?"If of any curve we find the evolute, 
and of the latter the evolute, and so on ad infin., the ultimate evolute is a 

cycloid. How is this proved?" 

ANSWER BY PROFESSOR KERSHNER. 

The evolute of a cycloid is an equal cycloid (Todhunter's Integral Calc. 

5th ed., art. 114) composed of two equal parts which are not concurrent 

(Tod. Diff. Calc, art. 359), but which radiate in curvilinear rays, from each 

extremity of the original cycloid as two centers, forever, the maximum dist. 

of two succeeding extremities of the rays being 2r. 

Note by Prof. Scheffer.?Mr. Editor: The proposition on page 71 

Vol. IV, demonstrated by you, suggests the following:? 

Prop.?The locus of the focus of an ellipse or hyperbola which rolls on 
an equal ellipse or hyperbola is a circle, supposing that at the beginning of 
the motion the vertices coincide. 

If F, F', F", G, G' represent the foci, PPal 

tangent, FPG' and F"PG are obviously strai't 

lines and of constant length, viz., = major axis. f 
The locus, therefore, is a circle, the centre ofl 

which is the other focus and the radius of which j 
is the major axis. The same reasoning applies to | 
the hyperbola. 

PROBLEMS. 

739. By Geo. H. HarvilL Colfax, La.?Required the average distance 
from the center of a circle to all poiuts in the surface of a sector. 

340. By William Hoover, Wapakoneta, Ohio.?Integrate ?- 
sin x + cos x* 

141. By William E. Heal, Marion, Ind.?Show that "Every even num? 
ber is the sum of two prime numbers, and every odd number is the sum of 
three prime numbers." Barlow's Theory of Numbers, page 259. 

342. By Prof. Kershner.?Prove Schlo'milch's Theorem: If Da, Dh,... 

Dnaredivisorsof 10*+1, so thatNa=??+?, Nb =^?i, Nn= l^t1 ?Da J^b Dn 
the k digits or figures of the whole numbers Da?1, Db?1, Dn?1 are the 

k first figures of the circulator or period of ? ?, ?, respectively. 
J.Va -tYj -^-'7* 
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343. (Selected) by Prof. H. T. Eddy.?ifE2 be the sum ofthe squares 
of the edges of a tetrahedron, F2 the sum of the squares of the areas of the 

faces and Fthe volume, show that the principal semi axes of the ellipsoid 
inscribed in the tetrahedron, touching each face in the center of gravity and 

having its center at the center of gravity of the tetrahedron, are the roots of 

*6-2^4+2^2-2^ 
= ?- 

344. By Prof. E. B. Seitz.?Through each of two points, taken at ran? 
dom within a circle, a random chord is drawn; find (1) the prob'y that the 
chords will intersect; and (2) if a third random chord be drawn thro' a 3d 
random p;t, find the prob's that the 3 chords will intersect in 0, 1, 2, 3 p'ts. 

345. By Prof. W. W. Johnson.? The great circle from A (<p19 Xx) to 
B (<p2, X2) passes north ofthe parallel of latitude <pQ; what is the longitude, 
^0 of the point P on this parallel so that the course APB shall be the short? 
est course from A to B which does not pass north of this parallel? 

Query by H. Heaton.?Is there any known general method of elim- 
ination when we have two or more equations containing two or more unk'n 

quantities, the equations being ofthe third degree or higher? 

DETERMINATION OF A MERIDIAN. 

BY W. L. MARCY, U. S. DEP. MIN;L SURVEYOR, LEADVILLE, COL. 

The simplicity of any independent calculation for the azimuth of Polaris, 
involving nothing but a few tables of an Ephemeris or Almanac and a com? 
mon case in Spherical trigonometry, should not certainly have made the 

operation a forbidden field to the average surveyor. It is not so from want 
of ability. By practice he retains his knowledge of plane trigonometry, for- 

getting his spherical trigonometry for the want of its application. 
A surveyor of more than ordinary accuracy and skill, sent from the far 

East to do some special work for a mining company, surprised me by ex- 

pressing the opinion that the elongation of Polaris was equal to the com- 

plement of its declination in all latitudes. Another surveyor sits up all 

night to watch the star to its maximam elongation?a very accurate method 
when the latitude is closely known, but at so inconvenient a season that few 

really make the trial. 
The observation of the star should not take over 5 to 15 minutes, and it 

can be made so early in the evening or late in the morning as to dispense 
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